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Shifting Costs and Incentives: Changes to State, 
Federal Air Pollution Regulations 

Under the Clean Air Act, the regulations air pollution sources must 
comply with and depend on whether the source counts as “major” or 
“nonmajor.”  Pennsylvania’s proposed rulemaking would apply to 
emissions sources uniformly, regardless of their categorization or 
yearly emissions volume. 
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Last January, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued a memorandum withdrawing the 
“once in always in” (OIAI) policy that had provided interpretation of the Clean Air Act since 1995. Under 
the Clean Air Act, the regulations air pollution sources must comply with and depend on whether the source 
counts as “major” or “nonmajor”; the OIAI policy dictated that once a source qualified as major, subsequent 
changes in its emission levels would not enable the source to downgrade to nonmajor. In making its decision 
to withdraw the policy, the EPA found that imposing a permanent categorization on emitting sources was 
contrary to the plain language of the Clean Air Act. In part, the statute requires the EPA to consider 
emissions controls a facility employs in classifying it as major or nonmajor. A logical interpretation of this 
requirement allows for downgrading of a major source following its implementation of controls that lower 
its emissions to below the qualifying threshold. The EPA relatedly found that permanently categorizing 
facilities as major sources disincentivized their implementing voluntary improvements or achieving greater 
efficiencies. Rescinding the OIAI policy, the EPA determined, could remove this barrier and lead to 
increased voluntary technological or operational improvements at facilities. 

The EPA did receive pushback on this rescission. In a letter to then-administrator Scott Pruitt, a group of 
senators expressed concern that the expectations of voluntary improvement were too optimistic. Allowing 
former major sources to downgrade their categorization would subject them to lower emission limits for 
certain pollutants, and would eliminate limits for certain others. The net effect of the withdrawal of OIAI 
on emissions will depend, it seems, on whether voluntary improvements facilities undertake to achieve a 
downgraded status will offset the reduction in mandatory controls those facilities might make once that 
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status is achieved. In urging Pruitt to reinstate—at least temporarily—the OIAI policy, the dissenting 
senators claimed that this calculus had not been, and needed to be, fully considered. 

In addition, shortly after issuance of the guidance memorandum withdrawing OIAI, the State of California 
sued the EPA, requesting the that the District of Columbia Circuit Court review the agency’s action and 
block rescission of the OIAI policy. California argues that the EPA’s action violates the congressional intent 
behind the Clean Air Act and constitutes an arbitrary and capricious reversal of the agency’s prior position, 
thereby violating the Administrative Procedure Act. 

Roughly a year later, with California’s challenge to the OIAI withdrawal still pending in court, the EPA sent 
a proposed rulemaking to the Office of Management and Budget at the end of February, intending to 
enshrine in regulation this change of policy. Meanwhile, Pennsylvania has proposed a change to its own air 
quality permitting program at the state level. In contrast to the withdrawal of OIAI, Pennsylvania’s 
proposed rulemaking would apply to emissions sources uniformly, regardless of their categorization or 
yearly emissions volume. This proposal is a uniform increase in operating and permitting fees for major 
and nonmajor emissions sources. Pennsylvania’s Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) 
considered three different schemes for increasing fees—two options were based on the permitted source’s 
annual emissions in tons, and would have increased permit costs in proportion thereto. The DEP ultimately 
determined that the third option, assessment of a flat maintenance fee on each facility, would generate the 
same amount of revenue in the most equitable fashion. The DEP is currently accepting public comment on 
its proposal, so the details of these proposed fee increases may change before the rulemaking, if approved, 
goes into effect. 

The goal of Pennsylvania’s proposed fee increase is to ensure continued funding for the DEP’s Air Quality 
Program, to ultimately reduce air pollution and protect public health and the environment. The Air Quality 
Program’s fiscal health is currently compromised due to steadily decreasing revenue from permitting fees; 
this shrinking revenue stream is in turn due largely, and somewhat ironically, to a decrease in the 
commonwealth’s air pollution emissions of nearly 40 percent since the year 2000. As permitting fees have 
historically been based on emission volumes, decreased emissions lead to lower costs to facilities and lower 
income for the Air Quality Program. 

One question raised by the commonwealth’s proposed fee structure is what incentives it will create for 
facilities of various sizes, with various emission volumes—and what possible disincentives. As proposed, 
the changes would somewhat uncouple emission volumes from fee amounts. While higher-emitting 
facilities will still be subject to higher fees, the proposed rulemaking would flatten the proportionality of 
emissions to fees, and may render certain technological or operational improvements less cost-effective for 
facilities, as lower emissions levels correlate less with lower permitting costs. The exact change in fees and 
their proportionality to emissions will vary based on facilities, so regulated sources will likely undertake 
individualized cost-benefit analyses with respect to voluntary improvements. 

Another, more complicated, question concerns what the interplay will be between the OIAI withdrawal and 
Pennsylvania’s rulemaking, if it goes into effect. On the one hand, the withdrawal of OIAI should encourage 
facilities to make upgrades, expenditures or other changes that will lead to efficiencies—the policy’s 
withdrawal suggests alignment of the EPA’s interest and the facilities’ in increased efficiency and lowered 
emissions. On the other hand, Pennsylvania’s regulatory proposal may disincentivize the voluntary 
improvements that, in part, motivated the EPA’s change in policy. The effect these somewhat conflicting 
changes in emissions regulation will have on covered facilities, particularly in Pennsylvania, is unclear, but 
the case-by-case decision-making that is likely to follow should be worth monitoring. On a nationwide level, 
the long-term effects of the OIAI withdrawal in conjunction with the various states’ laws will likely become 
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more clear, and so will the relative effectiveness of permanent regulations as compared to voluntary 
innovation and operating improvements. 
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